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Silica gels containing solutions of glucose in heavy water at different concentrations have been
prepared by a sol-gel method. Dynamical studies with quasielastic neutron scattering, compared
with previous results on bulk solutions, show that the dynamics of the glucose molecules are not
appreciably affected by the confinement, even though the gels behave macroscopically as solid
materials. Small-angle neutron-scattering spectra on the same systems, fitted with a fractal model,
yield a correlation length that decreases from 20 to 2.5 nm with increasing glucose concentration,
suggesting a clustering of glucose molecules in concentrated solutions that is consistent with the
dynamical measurements. These two sets of results imply that 20 nm is an upper limit for the scale
at which the dynamics of glucose molecules in solution are affected by confinement. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1884989g

INTRODUCTION

Freezing and drying are the major problems for living
cells because the resulting damage to their membranes usu-
ally kills the cells. A key factor is the composition of the
liquids present inside and outside the cell, containing a vari-
ety of aqueous solutions that protect the membranes against
extreme cold or drought.1–4 Among the solutes present are
salts, sugars, and macromolecules. Sugars are especially in-
teresting because they are produced in response to desicca-
tion or freezing in numerous animal and plant species living
in hostile environments.1 Recent studies have demonstrated
the role played by sugars such as the disaccharides sucrose
and trehalose in structural membranes.1 Wolfe et al. have
shown that sugar solutions can vitrify in the spaces inside the
protein structure of the membrane and maintain that structure
against further dehydration.1,5 These carbohydrates exhibit
unusually high glass transition temperaturesTg, and the dy-
namics of both water and sugar molecules in the solutions
depend strongly on sugar concentration.2,6 From one sugar to
another, the variations inTg are huge, the disaccharide treha-
lose, for example, exhibiting a glassy state at room tempera-
ture. D-glucose is interesting for two reasons: as a basic mo-

nomeric component of more complex sugars such as
trehalose, and as the monosaccharide with one of the highest
Tg.

Smith et al.7 and Talónet al.8 have studied the response
of the dynamics of glucose and water molecules to changes
in sugar concentration and temperature with quasielastic neu-
tron scatteringsQENSd. The presence of glucose slows down
dramatically the dynamics of the water molecules, while the
dynamics of the glucose molecules in turn depends strongly
on sugar concentration. These bulk solution studies were a
necessary first step towards understanding the phenomena
underneath the dynamics of glucose solutions. In a biological
context, however, the effect of the nature and size of the
environment on the dynamics has to be taken into consider-
ation, and the dynamics of glucose solutions for environ-
ments that mimic those of the living cell is of considerable
interest in the understanding of the glassy state in mem-
branes. To our knowledge, there has been little, if any, work
on the dynamics of sugar solutions confined in matrices with
different degrees of porosity.

A first step towards this goal is presented in this
paper—an investigation of the dynamics of glucose mol-
ecules confined within an aqueous silica gel. Silica gel ob-
tained by a sol-gel process provides an original and interest-
ing way to understand how the size and the geometry of the
confinement affect the dynamics of the solutes. QENS is a
technique well adapted to this kind of study because neutrons
are able to selectively probe the dynamics of a complex or-
ganic system by means of H/D contrast. With this method it
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is possible to distinguish the dynamics of solute and solvent
and to access the time scales appropriate to the dynamics of
each. We report here the results of QENS experiments on
solutions of glucose confined in deuterated silica gel, in or-
der to determine the time and length scales of the dynamics
of the glucose molecules. We have also used small-angle
neutron scatteringsSANSd to characterize the structure of the
pores and the distribution of the sugar molecules inside
them.

SYNTHESIS

Aqueous silica gels containing the monosaccharide
D-glucose were obtained by the sol-gel process.9 The
SiO2-glucose sol was prepared using tetraethyl orthosilicate
sTEOSd, D2O, HNO3, urea, and simple glucose as precur-
sors. First, TEOS and D2O were mixed together, and HNO3

was added to adjust the pH to approximately 2. In acidic
media, the hydrolysis of TEOSfSi–sOC2H5d4g leads to the
formation of silicic acidfSisOHd4g. When the hydrolysis of
the alkoxide was complete, urea and a specific amount of
D-glucosesSigma-Aldrichd were added to the solution under
vigorous stirring. The thermohydrolysis of the urea generates
ammonia, increasing the pH of the sol and polycondensing
the silicic acid into silica gel. After stirring, the sol was aged
for periods of several hours to several days, depending on the
temperature. We prepared gels with a molar ratio of glucose:
water=0, 1:55, and 1:20 respectively, in order to correspond
to the solutions studied previously.7,8 The total molar com-
positions were thus TEOS: D2O: OCN2H4: HNO3: glucose
=7.2: 1110: 1.6: 0.025:x, wherex=0, 20.2, and 55.5, respec-
tively. These concentrations would correspond to 0, 13.4, and
30 wt % of glucose in fully protonated solutions, or 0, 14.2,
and 31.6 wt % taking only the glucose and water into ac-
count. We will denote these samples as A1spure geld,
A2 sgel+1:55 solutiond, and A3 sgel+1:20 solutiond, re-
spectively.

For the samples A2 and A3, D-glucose was first mixed
with heavy water to replace the five exchangeable hydrogen
atoms per molecule by deuterium. The solution was then
dried in a vacuum oven and used as described above.

EXPERIMENT

For the QENS experiments, two spectrometers at the
NIST Center for Neutron ResearchsCNRd were used: the
disk chopper time-of-flight spectrometer10 sDCSd and high-
flux backscattering spectrometer11 sHFBSd. In both cases, the
samples were loaded into annular aluminum cans with an
annular spacing of 0.4 mm, sealed, and placed within the
radiation shield of a closed-cycle refrigerator in which the
temperature could be controlled to ±1 K.

The DCS experiments were carried out at an incident
wavelength of 6 Å. The wave-vector transferQ sfor elastic
scatteringd covered the range of 0.25–1.93 Å−1. All samples
were measured at 300 K with run times of approximately
12 h. The energy resolution and intensity normalization were
determined from a measurement with a vanadium hollow
cylinder in the same conditions as those used for the sample
measurements; the resolution was found to be 57m eV ffull

width at half maximumsFWHMdg. The HFBS experiments
were carried out at a wavelength of 6.271 Å. The resolution
was measured from vanadium to be 1.2m eV with an
energy-transfer window of ±36m eV and theQ values cov-
ered the range of 0.36–1.52 Å−1. All samples were measured
at 300 K with runs of approximately 42 h.

The QENS spectra were corrected for container scatter-
ing and background and the scattering functionsSsQ,Ed
were obtained, whereE is the energy transfer. Data sets were
reduced and analyzed with theDAVE package developed at
NIST.12

For the SANS experiments, the samples 2 mm thick
were sandwiched between two quartz windows. The mea-
surements were conducted on the NG-3 30-m SANS
instrument13 at the CNR at an incident wavelength of 6 Å.
Detector distances of 1.3, 4, and 13 m were used sequen-
tially to cover a large range ofQ s0.0035–0.47 Å−1d.

RESULTS: DYNAMICS

Various combinations of theoretical functions could fit
the measuredSsQ,Ed. For the DCS results, the best fit was
obtained with a combination of one delta function, two
Lorentzians, and a sloping background to allow for a slowly
varying inelastic scattering component:

SsQ,Ed = c1sQdLsW1,Ed + c2sQdLsW2,Ed + a + bE, s1d

convoluted with the resolution function of the instrument. In
Eq. s1d LsW,Ed denotes a Lorentzian function with FWHM
W. For the HFBS results, only a single Lorentzian could be
fitted, due to the limited dynamical range. To obtain infor-
mation on the dynamics of the glucose molecules, the data
from the pure gelsA1d were subtracted from those for the
gels containing glucosesA2 and A3d. We denote these results
assA2–A1d andsA3–A1d, respectively. To take into account
the different attenuations by the pure gel and the gel contain-
ing sugar, the scattering for the pure gel was multiplied by
the attenuation factor for the glucose prior to the subtraction.
The validity of this procedure rests, of course, on the as-
sumption that the effect of the glucose on the dynamics of
the gel host is negligible. This is supported by the fact that
the gel is deuterated and contributed relatively little to the
total scattering, as shown below.

Typical spectra are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the DCS
and HFBS results, respectively. TheSsQ,Ed functions ex-
hibit considerable differences, due to the very different reso-
lutions and dynamic rangessby nearly two orders of magni-
tuded of the two instruments. It is clear that the solvent/
matrix contribution is weak compared to that of the glucose.
The fitted values of the energy widthsW1 andW2 are plotted
againstQ2 in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 the HFBS results are
also plotted for the lowerQ values, where the quasielastic
peaks still fall mostly within the energy window. TheQ2

dependence of theWn was least-squares fitted by the follow-
ing expressions used in the previous studies of bulk glucose
solutions:7,8

W1 = a1 +
b1Q

2

s1 + g1Q
2d

, s2ad
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W2 = a2 + b2Q
2. s2bd

These fits are shown as continuous lines in Figs. 3 and 4, and
the values of the parameters for the DCS results are given in
Table I. With increasing glucose concentration, the widths
decrease, indicating a slowing down of the translational and
rotational dynamics of glucose molecules.

Translational dynamics

According to the model of Teixeiraet al. sTBCDd,14 first
proposed for water and used in the previous studies of bulk
solutions,7,8 b1 andg1 can be associated with the parameters
for rapid jump diffusion:

b1 = 2"D, s3ad

g1 =
l2

6
, s3bd

whereD is the translational diffusion constant andl an ef-
fective jump distance. Fitted values ofD and l are shown in

FIG. 1. DCS spectra for the samples A1scirclesd, A3 sdiamondsd, and
A3–A1 ssquaresd at 300 K atQ=0.70 Å−1. The lines are a guide for the eye.

FIG. 2. HFBS spectra for the samples A1scirclesd, A3 ssquaresd, and
A3–A1 sdiamondsd at 300 K atQ=0.36 Å−1.

FIG. 3. Full width at half maximum,W1, of the narrower Lorentzian fitted to
the QENS spectra. The lines represent fits for the samples A1scircles for
DCSd, A2–A1 ssquares for DCS and3 for HFBSd and A3–A1sdiamonds
for DCS and1 for HFBSd.

FIG. 4. Full width at half maximum,W2, of the broader Lorentzian fitted to
the QENS spectra measured on the DCS spectrometer. The lines represent
fits for the samples A1scirclesd and A3–A1ssquaresd.
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Table II for the fits to the DCS and HFBS data. In spite of the
discrepancy between the magnitudes of the DCS and HFBS
results, due to the very different resolutions and dynamic
rangessby nearly two orders of magnituded of the two instru-
ments, in both cases there is a reduction in the value ofD by
about a factor of 2 in going from the 14 wt % glucosesA2–
A1d to the 30-wt % glucosesA3–A1d solution. A similar re-
duction by a factor of 2 was observed in the bulk solutions
measured on HFBSsRef. 7d sdenoted there 1:55 and 1:20d.

We now consider the effect of confinement, i.e., the
change in the values ofD in the present glucose–gel solu-
tions from the values obtained in previous work on bulk
solutions. Unfortunately the previous measurements on bulk
solutions of natural glucose in D2O were carried out only at
280 K as opposed to the 300 K of the present work. We can
estimate the effect of the 20-K change in three ways:

s1d In their NMR measurements on 40 wt % glucose solu-
tions Moran and Jeffrey15 find an activation energy for
the diffusion of glucose molecules of 27.8±0.6 kJ/mol,
giving an increase by a factor of 2.2 on going from
280 to 300 K.

s2d They also find a nearly identical activation energy for
diffusion of glucose and water molecules, suggesting
that we can apply the activation energy for diffusion of
water molecules found in our previous work8 to be
15.5±0.8 kJ/mol; for the 15 and 33 wt % solutions,
giving an increase of 1.6 on going from 280 to 300 K.

s3d Our recent measurements at ISISsRef. 16d on solutions
of naturalfructosein D2O gave an increase in the dif-
fusion rate of 1.65 on going from 280 to 300 K.

These results taken together provide an estimate of ap-
proximately a factor of 2 for an increase in the diffusion rate
of glucose molecules on going from 280 to 300 K. Applying

this to the values found for the 1:20 and 1:55 bulk solutions
of 0.25 and 0.12310−5 cm2 s−1 on HFBS,7 we obtain values
for D at 300 K of about 0.5 and 0.25310−5 cm2 s−1 for the
two solutions. Comparing the results in Table II with these
values, we find essentially no change in the diffusion rate of
glucose molecules between the bulk solutions and those con-
fined in silica gel at the same temperature.

There is no marked dependence of the effective jump
distancel on concentration, and the values in the range of
1–2 Å obtained here on both HFBS and DCS are similar to
that obtained in the earlier work for the 33 wt % bulk solu-
tion. This implies that the Brownian-type motions of glucose
molecules within a cage of neighboring sugar molecules, as
proposed by Roberts and Debenedetti17 on the basis of nu-
merical simulations, are also not affected by either confine-
ment or concentration. It appears that the rapid dependence
of diffusion rate on both temperature and concentration re-
sults from changes in the jump frequency rather than jump
distance.

Rotational dynamics

According to the TBCD model,4 a2 can be associated
with the relaxation time for free orientational diffusion,

a2 =
2"

3tR
. s4d

For the sample A2–A1 on DCS, the only case in which a
second Lorentzian could be satisfactorily fitted, we obtain
tR=8.2 ps. Comparing the result on HFBS for the 33 wt %
bulk solutionsthere also it was not possible to fit a second
Lorentzian at 15 wt %d of ,9 ps, we find that the rotational
dynamics also do not appear to be affected by the confine-
ment in the gel.

TABLE I. Parameters fitted toW1 andW2 from DCS results.

W1 W2

a1

smeVd
b1

smeV Å2d
g1

sÅ2d
a2

smeVd
b2

smeV Å2d

A1 −0.04±0.03 0.30±0.06 0.24±0.09 0.59±0.04 0.35±0.02
A2 0.019±0.005 0.088±0.007 0.03±0.02 0.51±0.03 0.22±0.01
A3 0.018±0.004 0.059±0.007 0.11±0.04 0.51±0.04 0.14±0.02

A2–A1 −0.01±0.005 0.097±0.011 0.26±0.05 ¯ ¯

A3–A1 0.004±0.002 0.061±0.004 0.15±0.02 0.05±0.03 0.11±0.01

TABLE II. Physical constants calculated from the fits toW1 andW2 as a function ofQ realized to DCS and
HFBS data:D sdiffusion constantd, l sjump lengthd, andtR sorientational relaxation timed.

DCS HFBS

D s10−5 cm2 s−1d /sÅd tR spsd D s10−5 cm2 s−1d /sÅd

A1 2.3±0.5 1.2±0.2 0.74±0.06 0.59±0.06 ¯

A2 0.66±0.05 0.4±0.2 0.86±0.05 0.8±0.2 3.2±0.6
A3 0.45±0.05 0.8±0.2 0.86±0.06 0.29±0.04 1.9±0.2

A2–A1 0.74±0.08 1.3±0.1 ¯ 0.6±0.1 2.2±0.4
A3–A1 0.46±0.03 0.93±0.08 8±4 0.31±0.05 2.0±0.3
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RESULTS: STRUCTURE

The SANS results of scattering intensity versusQ,
shown in Fig. 5, give an indication of the arrangement of the
glucose molecules within the pores of the silica gel and the
distribution of pore sizes. We observe significant changes
with increasing glucose concentration. A fractal model18 is
often used to fit spectra from silica gels using the form

IsQd = PsQdSsQd + bkgd,

wherePsQd is the form factor for the spherical subunits of
the fractal structure, and bkgd is theq-independent incoher-
ent background. The fractal structure factor,SsQd, is given
by18

SsQd = 1 +
sinfsD − 1dtan−1sQjdg

sQRodD

DGsD − 1d
f1 + 1/sQ2j2dgsD−1d/2 .

HereD is the fractal dimension,Ro the radius of the primary
silica particles, andj the correlation length, interpreted as the
pore size of the silica gel.

This model19 fits the pure gel very well. For the samples
A2 and A3, the fit is also good except for an upturn in the
intensity at smallQ values, which could be due to large-scale
inhomogeneities in the sample, “sugar-rich” domains, or
phase separation. From the fractal model fits, we find that the
fractal dimensionD=1.9±0.1 and the primary particle size
Ro=6±1 Å are nearly identical for all three gels, but the
correlation length decreases from 188±4 Å for the pure gel
to 70±3 and 25±7 Å for the 1:55 and 1:20 solutions, respec-
tively, which may indicate that the glucose is clustering, con-
sistent with the interpretation of previous QENS results on

FIG. 5. SANS spectra for samples A1, A2, and A3. The
lines represent the fits of the fractal model described in
the text.
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bulk solutions8 and also of numerical simulations,17 or the
glucose may be forming a layer on the walls of the pores of
the gel. Further SANS measurements with contrast matching
of both gel and glucose are planned to distinguish these pos-
sibilities.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have succeeded in synthesizing aqueous
silica gels containing glucose solutions at varying concentra-
tions. The dynamical studies with QENS show that the dif-
fusion rate of glucose molecules slows down by a factor of 2
as the sugar concentration is doubled. A similar behavior was
previously observed in bulk solutions and the rates for trans-
lational and rotational diffusion were similar, indicating that
the confinement in silica gel does not substantially modify
the dynamics of the sugar molecules. Both SANS and QENS
results suggest a clustering of glucose molecules at higher
concentrations, consistent with numerical simulation results
in the literature and previous studies of bulk solutions. The
estimate of the pore size diameter of 20 nm obtained from
the SANS measurement on the pure silica gel by itself pro-
vides an upper limit of the length scale at which the dynam-
ics of the glucose molecules are affected by confinement.
The silica gels containing glucose solutions studied in this
work present macroscopically solid behavior with the micro-
scopic dynamics of the corresponding bulk liquid solutions.
In considering the behavior of sugar solutions in biological
environments, it is clearly necessary to go to pore size diam-
eter around 5 nm, a characteristic distance between lipid
bilayers.20 Work is in progress to synthesize and measure
glucose solutions confined in mesoporous materials such as
MCM-41 where one can alter the confinement size and fab-
ricate smaller pores.
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